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1. The media that surrounds us 

• Clients of Financial Planners swim in a sea of financial media, which is 
specifically harmful to an FP’s client practice.  

• Clients meet, every day, from the internet, radio, television, and newspapers: 
• The bond fund billionaire  
• The Wall Street analyst explains what has “value” or  
• The permanently pessimistic hedge fund manager  
• The handsome insurance salesman 
• The cable news stocks guy 
• What do they all have in common: 
• They are all selling, selling, selling. 

2. The Financial Infotainment Industrial Complex 

• I call this open-air market the "Financial Infotainment Industrial 
Complex."   Like the Military Industrial Complex before it, the Financial 
Infotainment Industrial Complex menaces our society.  By keeping us 
credulous, or pessimistic, or pumped full of false confidence, this complex 
blocks us from building wealth. 

• I don’t mean the low-brow ones on late-night TV - I really mean to warn you 
about the seemingly reputable ones, the ones pretending to offer “expertise” 
when really they are pitching their products. 

3. What’s up with this media critique anyway? 

• We need to develop a very strong defense mechanism against the wrong 
financial attitudes and behaviors, being sold to us and FP’s clients all day 
long.   

4. Do I really have to stop participating in the Financial Infotainment 
Industrial Complex? 

• No - Fun is fun.  
• If you don’t mind losing a little bit of your money sitting down for a cup of tea 

under the vender’s tent, then go for it. It is fun. But just so you know: it’s the 
opposite of getting wealthy.  

5. How Do Financial Planners Protect Their Clients? 
 

• Educate clients about the issue of time horizon in media: 
• Traditional Financial Media – Internet, TV, Radio, Newspaper, Blog – All have 

too short a time horizon. Nothing good happens to money over the course of 
an hour, or a week, or a month. 

• Practically the only media with the correct time horizon: Books. Books are 
written with decades in mind, which is the proper time horizon for financial 
planning. 

• FPs should be a resource for great books on finance for their clients to 
educate them on select topics over time. 

 
 


